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resident students and single mothers are
users snatched from their balance

Simmetry

Movement

they are searching for balance sense

PARIS SOCIAL HOUSING - Parigs, France
Tecnova Architecture - Social housing accommodation for young workers

they found their balance into the new
family that is going to be created

Relationship full-empty

Proportion

USERS

Franco Albini,1940
Stanza di soggiorno in una villa

SINGLE MOTHER

NON RESIDENT STUDENT
NEEDS :

NEEDS :

- to work

- learn to manage their own indipendence

- help in the care of the child

- help in household management

- aknowledge of child’s safe

- share moments of study

- take care of yourself

- socialize with other student

- start again
Teeple Architects - Stephen Teeple
Toronto, Canada

Mart de Jong - Spacebox
Natherlands, Utrecht
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dreaming
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need
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Hearth
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district surgery
DISTRICT
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COUCH
talk space
CARPET
contact space

DISTRICT
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book your share

compass square

district garage

common pantry

Km0 balance shop

family space

common spices garden

community garden

BOOKCASE
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SPACE
milano
advisor

FAMILY SPACE

via P. L. Monti, Niguarda
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Flats

Family Space

ONE ROOM APARTMENT

USER

SPAZIO T

Single mothers with
children

CARPET SPACE

everyone at the same level

The balance has declined as harmony between simple shapes, picking the graphic
style of the works of Piet Mondrian. The graphic subdivision of the space, defines

the spaces in which it is possible to extrapolate the volumes when
necessary or hide them in case of need for increased floor area.
COOKING SPACE

TWO ROOMS APARTMENT

SPAZIO CUCI
USER

CONCEPT

A

cooking together
COMMON SPICIES GARDEN
2 non-resident student

STUDIES

RELAX

FLEXIBLE FURNITURE

growing the balance
DINING ROOM

In this case the balance is designed as a
balance between functions, which for
students are study and relax. The furniture is flexible according to the needs
of the different functions.

The family space is the psychological
equilibrium’s place where the users
meet and interact through the
devices proposed in order to create
the new household

BALANCE
Marco Di Paola | Gimanmarco Fusaro

Flats

Balance Square

ONE ROOM APARTMENT

-

BALANCE

IMBALANCE

ground floor

Milano aperitif

LIGHT

Milano cultura

Milano verde

PRESSURE SWITCH

first floor
COMPASS

Tokyo Baby Cafè
Nendo
2010

Pratone - Gufram
Ceretti / Derossi
1971

CONTACT

+

DUPLEX APARTMENT

BATTERY

EQUILIBRIO

DISEQUILIBRIO

+

-

BATTERY

LAMP

SWITCH

Stanza di
soggiorno 1949
Franco Albini

BALANCE is done through the Symmetry and balance between FULL
and EMPTY. The grid of the pillars is the starting point where to find the
symmetry and balance with the square. The grid of columns is mirrored
in the square behind the last row of pillars usied as the axis of symmetry.

Now is the relationship between FULL and EMPTY that needs some
balance, so if the grid is mirrored on the square then the relationship
between full and empty is reversed.

BALANCE
Luca Magarotto | Francesca Lotteri

